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 Global oil prices slightly went up after a report that the OPEC and its
allies will likely extend output cuts until June 2020 despite continued
uncertainties in the US-China trade front. Brent oil closed at 63.39
(+0.14% WoW) per barrel, while WTI crude closed at 57.77 (+0.09%
WoW) per barrel.

 US Treasury yields declined as the passing of a pro-rights Hong Kong bill and
President Donald Trump's reluctance to roll back tariffs weighed down investors'
risk appetite. Yields decreased by 2.19 bps WoW on average, with the 10Y
closing at 1.7706.

 German Bund yields went down after data showed weakness in the
Eurozone's business growth. The IHS Markit's flash composite Purchasing

Manager's Index fell to 50.3 from October's 50.6. Yields decreased by 1.55 bps
WoW, with the 10Y falling by 2.50 bps WoW to -0.36.

 Japan Bond yields fell on the back of uncertainties surrounding the US-China

trade tensions. Yields fell by 0.65 bps WoW on average, with the 10Y note
closing at -0.084% (-0.60 bps WoW).

 Key events that transpired during the week:

 President Donald Trump issued a new 90-day extension allowing Huawei to
continue conducting business with U.S. companies.

 Last Wednesday, both chambers of the US Congress passed a Hong Kong
rights bill that was condemned by China.

 IHS Markit flash U.S. PMI for manufacturing rose to 52.2 in November from
51.3 in October.

 US equities declined week on week over mixed headlines regarding
the trade negotiations between the US and China. During a Cabinet
meeting, US President Donald Trump threatened to raise additional
tariffs if a trade deal with China doesn't push through. The DJIA
closed at 27,875.62 (-0.46% WoW), while the S&P closed at 3,110.29
(-0.33% WoW).

 Asian equities fell amid uncertainties surrounding the US-China
trade front after the US Congress passed a bill supporting human
rights in Hong Kong. The move is viewed as something that may hurt
the chances that the US and China will reach a deal. The MSCI APxJ
closed at 523.12 (-0.42% WoW).

 European equities went down over the week amid the decline in
corporate earnings from the automotive sector and concerns
surrounding the US-China trade tensions after a pro-Hong Kong
rights bill was passed. The MSCI Europe closed at 135.82 (-0.51%
WoW)

Global equities, alongside bond yields, declined as uncertainties on the US-China trade negotiations resurfaced over the week.
Meanwhile, oil prices gained on the back of a report that the OPEC and its allies arel likely to extend output cuts.
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 Local fixed income yields fell ahead of the maturity of retail treasury bond 7-
56 and amid global risk-off sentiment. On average, the yields decreased 0.16
bps WoW, with majority of the declines being in the belly of the curve.

 Key events that happened during the week:
 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) maintained its growth forecast for the

Philippines, but added risks. The lender cited an increase in state spending
along with monetary easing as buoys to local growth, while structural reforms
such as rice tariffication and tax reform added to its favorable outlook.
Moreover, it noted global trade tensions, policy uncertainty, and natural disaster

as some of the near-term risks. The IMF sees GDP growth for the Philippines at
5.7% for 2019, and picking up to 6.3% by 2020.

 The Department of Agriculture (DoA) announced that the Philippines will not
stop importing rice. The government agency said that it will have stricter
issuances of sanitary and phytosanitary import clearances (SPSIC). The stricter
importation requirements may help reduce the total volume of imported rice
from a monthly average of 254,000 metric tons from January to September.

Sources: BPI, Business World, PDI, Phil Star, Manila Bulletin, Reuters, Briefing, Bloomberg, CNN, Dow Jones, The Wall Street Journal, CNBC

The Philippine Stock Exchange index went down and the Philippine peso depreciated amid worsening trade relations between the US
and China. Local fixed income yields finished lower as investors positioned ahead of the maturity of retail treasury bond 7-56.
Meanwhile, the euro weakened ahead of the first policy address of the new European Central Bank president.
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 The Philippine Peso weakened on the back of faded hopes for a US-
China trade agreement within the year after US Congress passed a bill
defending human rights in Hong Kong. The USD/PHP pair ended at
50.800 (+0.30% WoW).

 The Euro depreciated as European Central Bank President Christine
Lagarde noted that the Eurozone economy is projected to grow 1.1% YoY
in 2019, lower than previous forecasts. Likewise, Lagarde remarked that
the high rate of trade growth that was regularly experienced by the bloc
may no longer be registered going forward. The EUR/USD closed at
1.1021(-0.27% WoW).

 The PSEi declined amid trade tensions between the US and China. Trade
relations hit an impasse as the US Senate formally condemned alleged
human rights violations in Hong Kong and threatened sanctions. The PSEi
went down to 7,824.59 (-1.37% WoW).

 The top performer of the week was LT Group, Inc. (PSE Ticker: LTG) which
rose 5.18% WoW, bouncing back from its lowest close since 2015 as
investors bought the stock at a discounted price. Following this, Universal
Robina Corp (PSE Ticker: URC) similarly rose by 1.92% WoW. Meanwhile,
DMCI Holdings, Inc (PSE Ticker: DMC) was the laggard for the week,
falling by 13.70% WoW along with Semirara Mining and Power Corp (PSE

Ticker: SCC), which fell by 13.18% WoW. Both companies finished lower as
SCC was fined Php 1.735 million and now faces a pending one-month
suspension from trading and dealing coal.

 Key events that transpired during the week:
 AC Energy Philippines, Inc. (PSE Ticker: ACEPH) is set to invest in the

development of a 60-megawatt (MW) solar power plant in Palauig, Zambales.
This project is part of plans to expand its renewable energy portfolio.
Targeted for completion within 2020, the solar project would be pursued
through AC Energy Development, Inc.

 Bank of the Philippine Islands (PSE Ticker: BPI) doubled the earlier-
approved size of its bond and commercial paper offering program to Php100
billion. The proceeds will be used to finance expansion plans and diversify
funding sources.
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